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Eventually, you will definitely discover a new experience and capability by spending more cash. nevertheless when? do you allow that you require to acquire those all needs in the same way as having significantly cash? Why dont you try to get
something basic in the beginning? Thats something that will lead you to understand even more not far off from the globe, experience, some places, afterward history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your totally own become old to behave reviewing habit. among guides you could enjoy now is Presidential Trivia Questions And Answers below.

ages 8–12 • S. history for kids • Students, librarians, teachers • 5th–8th-grade kids From award-winning author Kate
Messner and New York Times bestselling artist Adam Rex comes a timely and compelling compendium about the U.S.
presidents—before they were presidents. Kate Messner is an award-winning author whose many books for kids have been
selected as Best Books by the New York Times, Junior Library Guild, IndieBound, and Bank Street College of Education.
She lives on Lake Champlain with her family. Adam Rex is the author and illustrator of many beloved picture books and
novels, including Nothing Rhymes with Orange and the New York Times bestseller Frankenstein Makes a Sandwich. He has
worked with the likes of Jon Scieszka, Mac Barnett, Jeff Kinney, and Neil Gaiman. He lives in Tucson, Arizona.
Presidents C. Carter Smith 2004 Compiled and written by Allen Weinstein, founder of the Center for Democracy, this
ultimate presidential source book carries the Smithsonian's seal of approval.
Answers to Questions You’ve Never Asked Joseph Pisenti 2017-11-09 Looking for trivia books filled with fun facts and
trivia questions and answers? Answers to Questions You've Never Asked will entertain you for hours. Fun facts for kids
of all ages: When you take the most absurd parts of history, science, economics and geography, you end up with a pretty
confusing picture of humanity. Why do we have borders, what’s the furthest you can get from the ocean, how do you
qualify as a country and why did Vikings wear those silly helmets? These are just a few of the strange questions that
bounce around the head of YouTube sensation Joseph Pisenti, aka RealLifeLore. Trivia questions and answers: In his
channel, Pisenti presents illogical truths in a logical manner. In his debut book, Pisenti builds on this nonsensical
humor of the universe with in-depth analysis of empires, economies, and ecosystems as he helps answer the ridiculous.
Why, you ask? Because someone has to. Using line drawings, graphs and charts, Pisenti not only details the absurd, but
he also provides explanations on why things are…and why they aren’t. Answers to: • Where can I move to so that I’m
never tempted by McDonalds again? • How far into the Pacific does Trump’s wall stretch? • If Plato came back to life,
what would he think of modern democracy? • Why do all empires fail? • Who decides what countries are allowed to
participate in the Olympics? • What makes Finland so great? Witty, thought-provoking and occasionally snarky, Answers
to Questions You’ve Never Asked is for anyone who beams with curiosity and has a belly-button.
Master Presidential History in 1 Minute a Day Dan Roberts 2020-07-07 This crash course in presidential history offers
essential facts and fascinating trivia about every US chief executive from Washington to Trump. How many US presidents
were Founding Brothers? Who decided on America’s gold standard? What was Lincoln’s nickname? Acclaimed historian Dan
Roberts—host of radio’s A Moment in Time—takes readers on a fun and informative romp through more than two hundred
years of our presidential past. With just one minute a day, you can master all the essential facts of America’s
greatest leaders, policies, conflicts, trivia, and more! Packed with full-color photographs, paintings, and lively mini
essays, Master Presidential History in 1 Minute a Day is the perfect armchair companion for history lovers and learners
alike.
The Great American Trivia Quiz Book Bill O'Neill 2020-06-21 The United States, home to 329 million people living in 50
states, has a rich history made up of so much more than just its presidents and wars. Introducing The Great American
Trivia Quiz Book: An All-American Trivia Book to Test Your General Knowledge! A fun book created for you to impress
your friends and family and win every trivia game! In this incredible trivia book, you will learn: - What is Area 51? What presidential ghost haunts the White House? - Who is the youngest quarterback in NFL history to ever win a Super
Bowl? - Where does the code from The Matrix come from? - Who was the President of the United States during World War I?
Each chapter of The Great American Trivia Quiz Book contains a quiz, an answer key, and a curiosities section filled
with entertaining and random facts. This book will test your trivia knowledge about the United States and teach you
tons of fun new facts. From baseball and the blues to Hollywood, there are many interesting things that are uniquely
American. There is always so much more to learn!
Presidents Trivia Puzzle Book 1991
The Most Amazingly Awesome Pub Quiz Book Ever! Dale Garcia 2018-04-03 With The Most Amazingly Awesome Pub Quiz Book
Ever, you have experience the fun or a pub quiz in your own home, or help get one started at your local bar. John Adams
was the first president to live where? James Madison was the eldest of how many children? Who was the 8th President of
the United States? With answers to many questions like these, The Most Amazingly Awesome Pub Quiz Book Ever will help
you take on even the most ardent of trivia enthusiast. With hundreds of questions on absolutely everything, you will
always be ready for the ultimate trivia smackdown. It's got everything you need... except the alcohol!
The Smithsonian Book of Presidential Trivia Smithsonian Institution 2013-01-01 Which president holds the record for the
most vetoes? Which president had the largest shoe size? Who was the only president to serve in both World War I and
World War II? Who was the tallest president? These questions and many, many more are answered in The Smithsonian Book
of Presidential Trivia, which has been fully updated to 2021 to include trivia question and answers about every US
president to date. Divided into 11 chapters, The Smithsonian Book of Presidential Trivia looks at every aspect of our
heads of state and presidential history: Citizens, Officers, Heroes, and Saviors; Stumping: From Front Porch to
Facebook; The Pledge and the Parties; Inside the Oval Office; The Perpetual Podium; Home, Hotel, Parlor, Playground;
First Families; Impeachment, Controversy, Shame; Assassination; Death, and National Mourning; Presidents in the Popular
Imagination; and The Quotable President. Many of the questions are accompanied with photographs of artifacts from the
Smithsonian's collections. The Smithsonian Book of Presidential Trivia is sure to puzzle the trivia buff and
presidential expert alike!
The Great Book of American Trivia Bill O'Neill 2017-12-03 Slept through high school history? Need a more entertaining
refresher than a dusty textbook? Want to learn more about America and its interesting history? Pick up The Great Book
of American Trivia, the ultimate compendium of American trivia and little-known facts. A quick read packed with
information from cover to cover. Here you will find out: Which US president survived an assassination attempt - and
didn't even pause his speech? What holiday's origin story was actually just a tall tale to unite a country at war?
Where in the world can you find an American mountain range - that isn't in America? How did an earthquake lead to the
Trail of Tears? What First Lady gossip shook up an entire presidential cabinet? Whether you know nothing about
America's past or you consider yourself an expert, you'll learn something new and find yourself entertained as you
discover or relive the nation's troubles, mistakes, triumphs, and challenges. Dig in now and start learning the
interesting stories that shaped America into what it is today.
American Lion Jon Meacham 2009-04-30 The definitive biography of a larger-than-life president who defied norms, divided
a nation, and changed Washington forever Andrew Jackson, his intimate circle of friends, and his tumultuous times are
at the heart of this remarkable book about the man who rose from nothing to create the modern presidency. Beloved and
hated, venerated and reviled, Andrew Jackson was an orphan who fought his way to the pinnacle of power, bending the
nation to his will in the cause of democracy. Jackson’s election in 1828 ushered in a new and lasting era in which the
people, not distant elites, were the guiding force in American politics. Democracy made its stand in the Jackson years,
and he gave voice to the hopes and the fears of a restless, changing nation facing challenging times at home and
threats abroad. To tell the saga of Jackson’s presidency, acclaimed author Jon Meacham goes inside the Jackson White
House. Drawing on newly discovered family letters and papers, he details the human drama–the family, the women, and the
inner circle of advisers– that shaped Jackson’s private world through years of storm and victory. One of our most
significant yet dimly recalled presidents, Jackson was a battle-hardened warrior, the founder of the Democratic Party,
and the architect of the presidency as we know it. His story is one of violence, sex, courage, and tragedy. With his
powerful persona, his evident bravery, and his mystical connection to the people, Jackson moved the White House from
the periphery of government to the center of national action, articulating a vision of change that challenged
entrenched interests to heed the popular will– or face his formidable wrath. The greatest of the presidents who have
followed Jackson in the White House–from Lincoln to Theodore Roosevelt to FDR to Truman–have found inspiration in his
example, and virtue in his vision. Jackson was the most contradictory of men. The architect of the removal of Indians
from their native lands, he was warmly sentimental and risked everything to give more power to ordinary citizens. He
was, in short, a lot like his country: alternately kind and vicious, brilliant and blind; and a man who fought a
lifelong war to keep the republic safe–no matter what it took.
Presidential Trivia Nick Howard 2021-01-30 "Presidential Trivia" is an activity book that offers a series of questions
regarding all of the former US presidents. The front half of the book consists of all the trivia questions, and then
the answers to those questions are in the back of the book so one can check his or her answers. This is a fun and
informative activity for someone of any age. "Presidential Trivia" also has a very patriotic theme to make it extra
entertaining. This book really tests your presidential knowledge! A perfect way to celebrate President's Day!
The Presidents Club Nancy Gibbs 2012-04-17 The New York Times bestselling history of the private relationships among
the last thirteen presidents—the partnerships, private deals, rescue missions, and rivalries of those select men who
served as commander in chief. The Presidents Club, established at Dwight Eisenhower’s inauguration by Harry Truman and
Herbert Hoover, is a complicated place: its members are bound forever by the experience of the Oval Office and yet are
eternal rivals for history’s favor. Among their secrets: How Jack Kennedy tried to blame Ike for the Bay of Pigs. How
Ike quietly helped Reagan win his first race in 1966. How Richard Nixon conspired with Lyndon Johnson to get elected
and then betrayed him. How Jerry Ford and Jimmy Carter turned a deep enmity into an alliance. The unspoken pact between
a father and son named Bush. And the roots of the rivalry between Clinton and Barack Obama. Time magazine editors and
presidential historians Nancy Gibbs and Michael Duffy offer a new and revealing lens on the American presidency,
exploring the club as a hidden instrument of power that has changed the course of history.
Presidential Trivia Ernie Couch 1996 This fun and educational book contains more than 1,000 questions and answers about
the facts, figures, and foibles of the forty-two presidents and their first ladies.
The President of the Jungle André Rodrigues (Graphic designer) 2020 In this fabulous and funny introduction to how
elections work, the animals decide they are tired of their king and that it is time to vote for a president. Lion may
be King of the jungle, but lately he only seems to care about himself. His subjects are fed up, so they decide to try
something new--hold an election! Once Owl explains the rules, the fun begins, and Snake, Sloth, and Monkey all announce
they will be candidates. But oh no, Lion is going to run too! It's a wild campaign season as the animals hold rallies,
debate, and even take a selfie or two, trying to prove why they'd make the best president of the jungle. This funny,
non-partisan story features lively illustrations, a helpful glossary, and colorful characters who have an infectious
enthusiasm for the election process.
Our American Cousin Tom Taylor 1999 This 3 Act play is a classic Victorian farce, filled with stereotyped characters.
Originally intended for British audiences, the characters included a boorish American, however, when the play made it
over to America, it was recast to include English figures of mockery, like the pompous Lord Dundreary. This figure gave
rise to what became known as Dundrearyisms, which came from the character uttering phrases such as 'birds of a feather
gather no moss'. Of particular interest is that U.S. President Abraham Lincoln was watching this play on April 14, 1865
when he was assassinated by John Wilkes Booth.
The Complete Book of US Presidents: Fourth Edition Bill Yenne 2021-02-02 Discover the history and personal stories of
45 US Presidents in this beautifully illustrated volume. From the first president, George Washington, to the fortyfifth, Donald Trump, the United States has seen a host of extraordinary men take office. Their stories are all included
in this fourth edition of The Complete Book of US Presidents by journalist and historian Bill Yenne. This book features
short, biographical essays about the lives of 45 presidents, jam-packed with unusual details and commentary on the
significant roles each commander-in-chief played in the shaping of the United States and its relations with the world.
Lavishly illustrated, including each president's official White House portrait, sidebars about each and every vice
president and First Lady, and intriguing anecdotes, this book is accessible to a broad audience and will captivate any
history lover. The Complete Book of US Presidents: Fourth Edition is an expansive collection that reflects on America's
rich presidential history, telling the story of a nation through the biographies of some of its greatest political
leaders.
The Great American Political Trivia Challenge Richard Rubino 2021-10-22
Amazing American Trivia Quiz Book- Questions And Answers Relating To America Fidela Barbian 2020-12-05 Let's impress
your friends with knowledge about all things American--geography, history, entertainment, people, culture, and quirky
miscellany through The Great American Trivia Quiz Book! Why not? In this All-American Trivia Book, you will learn: What
is Area 51? What presidential ghost haunts the White House? Who is the youngest quarterback in NFL history to ever win
a Super Bowl? Where does the code from The Matrix come from? Who was the President of the United States during World
War I? Each chapter of The Great American Trivia Quiz Book contains a quiz, an answer key, and a curiosities section
filled with entertaining and random facts.
The Complete Book of Presidential Trivia J. Stephen Lang 2017-01-17 An updated edition of this “amusing set of
questions and answers about America’s leaders”—their families, hobbies, habits, finances, and much, much more
(Publishers Weekly). This entertaining collection of questions and answers about America’s leaders provides hours of
brain-teasing fun. A wide range of subjects including famous firsts, hidden vices, family relationships, bad habits,
strange pets, and last words is covered. Quick quizzes reveal: the only president to earn a Pulitzer Prize who
submitted the first trillion-dollar budget to Congress who kept alligators in the White House who was the first to pay
federal income tax on his presidential salary who was the first president—and, in fact, the first American—to have a
Medicare card, and much more This updated third edition includes information on both Barack Obama and Donald Trump.

All the President's Men Bob Woodward 2005 Two reporters were assigned to cover what seemed a routine burglary in the
opulent Watergate building in downtown Washington. It was the first step in what must be the most devastating political
detective story of the century.
What Is a Presidential Election? Douglas Yacka 2020-06-30 The 2020 Election is here! And so is this book, which tells
young readers all about presidential campaigns and American politics--complete with stickers, activities, and a coloryour-own Electoral Map poster! Who can run for president? What's the difference between America's two major political
parties? Why do candidates spend so much time in Iowa and New Hampshire? And is the Electoral College really a college?
Answers to these questions and many, many more can be found in the pages of this official Who HQ guide to the 2020 US
presidential election. From stump speeches to catchy slogans, debates to nominating conventions, and finally to
Election Night and Inauguration Day, readers will learn all about what it takes to run for--and win--the most powerful
job on earth. Activities throughout prompt readers to think about the issues they care most about and consider what
makes a good president, sparking discussion with friends and family, and encouraging them to follow along and get
involved as the 2020 presidential campaign heats up. Includes a sheet of presidential bobblehead stickers and a coloryour-own Electoral Map!
The Essential Book of Presidential Trivia Noah McCullough 2007-12-18 “I want everyone to know about the history of the
United States and about important political events and issues and how they work.” –Noah McCullough, age ten, 2032
presidential hopeful Noah McCullough may just be this country’s youngest presidential historian ever–and in this
delightful volume he gives us hours of entertainment with an illustrated tour of America’s forty-three presidents, from
George Washington to George W. Bush. The political whiz kid famed for his appearances on “The Tonight Show” offers up
brief bios and fun facts about our nation’s leaders, as well as trivia questions such as • Which president could write
Greek with one hand and Latin with the other at the same time? • What do the first president born in Connecticut and
the last president born in Massachusetts have in common? • Which president was a Pulitzer Prize winner? Confident about
your prez-smarts? Take Noah’s Ultimate Presidential Trivia Quiz and see where you stand. Forget your p’s and q’s; know
your stars and stripes. If you love your country, you will love The Essential Book of Presidential Trivia.
The Nonpartisan Leader 1922
William Howard Taft, 1857-1930 William Howard Taft 1970
Extreme Presidential Trivia Bradley W. Rasch 2012-06-21 From George Washington to Barack Obama, Extreme Presidential
Trivia offers an array of trivia and facts about the forty-four men who have been presidents of the United States of
America. Researcher and author Bradley W. Rasch presents a variety of lists, followed by fairly well-known trivia, and
finally venturing into the obscure and little-known facts. Extreme Presidential Trivia provides the answers to a host
of questions surrounding the nations chief executive officers. You can learn which presidents died in office, served as
attorneys before holding office, did not have children, were freemasons, attended Harvard, won the Nobel Peace Prize,
or were Boy Scouts. Designed to educate and entertain, Extreme Presidential Trivia details trivia not found in many
history books. Youll learn who was the only chief executive to be elected unanimously; who received a speeding ticket
while in office, resulting in the confiscation of his horse and buggy; and who did play-by-play of a Chicago Cubs game
on radio.
Presidents' Day Activities Pamela Friedman 1996-01-01
George Washington's Monumental Presidential Trivia Challenge Jonathan Ozanne 2014-02-12 A massive trivia book with only
ten fewer questions than the Washington monument is feet tall! This book provides a grand trivia tour of the American
presidents from Washington through Obama. It features 545 multiple choice trivia questions (and answers) about the 44
U.S. presidents. The 545 questions fit into categories as follows: 15 exciting questions to start the book; 7 questions
about presidential birthdays; 97 questions covering every presidential election through the 2012 election; 23 questions
about presidential programs; 21 questions about books and movies by or about presidents; 11 questions on presidential
scandals; 15 questions on presidential pets; 22 questions about who was president when; 31 questions about presidential
nicknames; 297 biographical questions (generally 5 to 10 questions about each president); and 6 questions about expresidents. In many cases the answers go into greater detail about a particular question. The answers are backed by an
extensive bibliography. The questions are non-partisan with generally good things to say about any given president.
The Jefferson Bible Thomas Jefferson 2012-03-02 Jefferson regarded Jesus as a moral guide rather than a divinity. In
his unique interpretation of the Bible, he highlights Christ's ethical teachings, discarding the scriptures'
supernatural elements, to reflect the deist view of religion.
Do All Indians Live in Tipis? Second Edition NMAI 2018-07-17 How much do you really know about totem poles, tipis, and
Tonto? There are hundreds of Native tribes in the Americas, and there may be thousands of misconceptions about Native
customs, culture, and history. In this illustrated guide, experts from Smithsonian's National Museum of the American
Indian debunk common myths and answer frequently asked questions about Native Americans past and present. Readers will
discover the truth about everything from kachina dolls to casinos, with answers to nearly 100 questions, including: Did
Indians really sell Manhattan for twenty-four dollars worth of beads and trinkets? Are dream catchers an authentic
tradition? Do All Indians Live in Tipis? Second Edition features short essays, mostly Native-authored, that cover a
range of topics including identity; origins and histories; clothing, housing, and food; ceremony and ritual;
sovereignty; animals and land; language and education; love and marriage; and arts, music, dance, and sports.
Oh...Those Hot Lazy Days of Summer Bernadine C. Taylor 2003-11 Presidential Hopefuls (1788-2008): Who Won, Who Lost,
And Why is an extraordinary book that answers any questions the reader might have with respect not only to the 43
Presidents of the United States but to those hopefuls who lost in their attempts to win a presidential election. Dr.
Sher has written a chapter on each President, two for Grover Cleveland since he won two elections that were not
consecutive. Each chapter includes sections dealing with all of American history's presidential elections and their
results, the winner's political background that placed him a position to be a candidate in the first place,
introduction and political experience of those who ran against the victorious President, and each President's legacy
which reveals both the good and the bad that he experienced while in office. Chapter 44 is entitled "On The Road To
2008," and is the author's perspective on the 2008 presidential election, with introductions of all the hopefuls and
their platforms as they strive to win their party's nomination for the election scheduled for November 2008. The
"Conclusion" chapter, in addition to testing the hypotheses that Sher set forth in his "Introduction" introduces the
reader to five respectable presidential ranking systems, and to Sher's own ranking of the greatest and weakest
Presidents in American history based on his criteria for presidential greatness. The book ends with three interesting
Appendices: one dealing with presidential trivia; another with nasty remarks made by former Presidents against an
incumbent President; and the third, shortcomings, failures, or criticisms leveled on even those Presidents who head the
list of our greatest.
What Does the President Look Like? Jane Hampton Cook 2011 What would you do if the President of the United States
visited your town? Grab your digital camera, of course ! Youve seen the presidents picture on TV at least a million
times. But wait. Before YouTube, television, and cameras, how did people know what the president looked like? From
paintings to political cartoons, newsreels and simple photography, you will discover how the American people came to
know what the president looked like and how technology changed what we see and how we see it.
The Complete Book of U.S. Presidents William A. DeGregorio 1993 A ready reference guide to the presidents of the United
States, from George Washington through Bill Clinton.
Learn about the United States U. s. Department of Homeland Security 2009 "Learn About the United States" is intended to
help permanent residents gain a deeper understanding of U.S. history and government as they prepare to become citizens.
The product presents 96 short lessons, based on the sample questions from which the civics portion of the
naturalization test is drawn. An audio CD that allows students to listen to the questions, answers, and civics lessons
read aloud is also included. For immigrants preparing to naturalize, the chance to learn more about the history and
government of the United States will make their journey toward citizenship a more meaningful one.
President of the Whole Fifth Grade Sherri Winston 2010-10-05 Start counting your votes . . . and your friends. When
Brianna Justice's hero, the famous celebrity chef Miss Delicious, speaks at her school and traces her own success back
to being president of her fifth grade class, Brianna determines she must do the same. She just knows that becoming
president of her class is the first step toward her own cupcake-baking empire! But when new student Jasmine Moon
announces she is also running for president, Brianna learns that she may have more competition than she expected. Will
Brianna be able to stick to her plan of working with her friends to win the election fairly? Or will she jump at the
opportunity to steal votes from Jasmine by revealing an embarrassing secret? This hilarious, heartfelt novel will
appeal to any reader with big dreams, and the determination to achieve them.
The Smithsonian Book of Presidential Trivia Smithsonian Institution 2013-01-29 Which president holds the record for the
most vetoes? Which president had the largest shoe size? Who was the only president to serve in both World War I and
World War II? Who was the tallest president? These questions and many, many more are answered in The Smithsonian Book
of Presidential Trivia, which has been fully updated to 2021 to include trivia question and answers about every US
president to date. Divided into 11 chapters, The Smithsonian Book of Presidential Trivia looks at every aspect of our
heads of state and presidential history: Citizens, Officers, Heroes, and Saviors; Stumping: From Front Porch to
Facebook; The Pledge and the Parties; Inside the Oval Office; The Perpetual Podium; Home, Hotel, Parlor, Playground;
First Families; Impeachment, Controversy, Shame; Assassination; Death, and National Mourning; Presidents in the Popular
Imagination; and The Quotable President. Many of the questions are accompanied with photographs of artifacts from the
Smithsonian's collections. The Smithsonian Book of Presidential Trivia is sure to puzzle the trivia buff and
presidential expert alike!
The Ordeal of Woodrow Wilson Herbert Hoover 1992-10 "Hoover's book was meant as a tribute to his former chief, but is
ti easy to suspect that anger and hurt might underlie a portrayal that presents the worst as well as the best in one of
our greatest statesmen. What makes Hoover's memoir especially valuable to readers already familiar with the story are
matters of tone and interpretation which Hoover himself... probably did not notice that he was making available." -David Burner, The Atlantic Woodrow Wilson Center Press.
The Great Book of Crazy President Trivia Bill O'Neill 2017-10 Do you love American history? Do you enjoy learning about
the US Presidents? If so, then this President Trivia book is for you. The Great Book of Crazy President Trivia is
filled with many lesser-known facts about the American Presidents. It is filled with great stories of the US Presidents
that you will not find in any US history books. This President Trivia book is going to let you see the Presidents of
the past in a whole new light. Learn about their personal lives, the challenges they faced, and their great
accomplishments. When you read this trivia book, you are going to learn not only about the Presidents of the US but
about the history of the US as well. When we learn about the Presidents, most often we learn about a few of their
accomplishments that they had while in office, however, this book is going to show you the good, the bad, and the ugly
when it comes to the lives of these men. At the end of each chapter you will find trivia questions and answers that are
going to allow you to learn even more about the men that have been in charge of The United States of America. You are
going to learn how war not only challenged these men but how it affected who they were. You will see how great
decisions were made as well as some that were not so great. In the end, you are going to find that these men were in
fact just men who took on a huge responsibility. Some of them were successful some of them failed miserably but each of
them with their own hands, molded the US into what it is today.
American Culture Trivia Stephine Aring 2021-05-15 These funny questions are neither personal nor political, so they
won't make anyone uncomfortable. Plus, they tend to lighten the mood and make people smile. Best of all, everyone gets
to can learn a thing or two! In this incredible trivia book, you will learn: - What is Area 51? - What presidential
ghost haunts the White House? - Who is the youngest quarterback in NFL history to ever win a Super Bowl? - Where does
the code from The Matrix come from? - Who was the President of the United States during World War I? - Each chapter of
The Great American Trivia Quiz Book contains a quiz, an answer key, and a curiosities section filled with entertaining
and random facts.
Mr. President Katy Evans 2016-11-05
The Next President Kate Messner 2020-03-24 An inspiring and informative book for kids about the past and future of
America's presidents. Who will be the NEXT president? Could it be you? When George Washington became the first
president of the United States, there were nine future presidents already alive in America, doing things like
practicing law or studying medicine. When JFK became the thirty-fifth president, there were 10 future presidents
already alive in America, doing things like hosting TV shows and learning the saxophone. And right now—today!—there are
at least 10 future presidents alive in America. They could be playing basketball, like Barack Obama, or helping in the
garden, like Dwight D. Eisenhower. They could be solving math problems or reading books. They could be making art—or
already making change. • A breezy, kid-friendly survey of American history and American presidents • Great for
teachers, librarians, and other educators • Kate Messner's nonfiction picture books have been lauded by critics and
received a variety of awards. For young readers and students who loved The New Big Book of Presidents, Lincoln and
Kennedy: A Pair to Compare, and Kid Presidents: True Tales of Childhood from America's Presidents. A helpful addition
to curriculums of 5th- to 8th-grade students studying U.S. History and civics and the federal government. • For readers
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such questions as: Who was the first president to be assassinated? Who was the first president to be born an American
citizen? Who was the first to be impeached? It also answers less important but certainly interesting questions such as:
Who was our fattest president? Our tallest? Who played golf? Who played poker?

Presidential Trivia Richard Lederer 2009-02-19 Presidential Trivia: The Feats, Fates, Families, Foibles, and Firsts of
Our American Presidents Revised and Updated from the beloved Richard Lederer comes another kind of trivia
book—Presidential Trivia. In it you’ll find all the detailsabout the lives of the United States presidents. It answers
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